DANCE TO THE BEAT OF YOUR HEART
—
SAVE THE RHYTHM OF ANOTHER
WELCOME FROM THE CHAIRS

WELCOME FROM THE HONORARY CHAIRS
—
CINDY AND MAHER MASO
Tonight is more than just a social gathering. We are uniting together to raise funds for vital lifesaving research and public and professional education programs designed to help build lives free from cardiovascular diseases and stroke. We are honored to be the honorary chairs for such an important organization. We want to help the American Heart Association reach their primary goal of improving the cardiovascular health of all Americans by 20 percent, and to reduce deaths from cardiovascular disease and stroke by 20 percent, by the year 2020. We look forward to a night of fun as we follow the beat of our hearts to help save the rhythm of another!

WELCOME FROM THE CHAIRS
—
LESLIE AND JOHN KEATING
We are privileged to be serving as the chairs for an event committed to improving the health of our families and communities. Just think of how many lives might be saved if one more person learns CPR. It’s just one of the many ways the American Heart Association is making a positive impact in our community. Thanks to the American Heart Association, our residents have the information and the resources needed to promote healthier lifestyles.

EVENING EVENTS

6:00 P.M.
—
silent auction open | V I P r e c e p t i o n

7:00 P.M.
—
celebrity chef | ballroom

8:00 P.M.
—
live auction and open your heart appeal | silent auction closes

9:45 P.M.
—
after party with music by Moore Melodies
2016 COLLIN COUNTY HEART BALL SPONSORS
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EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP TEAM

ELT CHAIR

RANDY JOHNSON

COMMITTEE

DONNA BENDER
BILLY DE LA ROSA-STRIETZEL
DR. MARC KROCK
CINDY LATCH
DR. CHARLES NEAGLE III
GISELLA OLIVO
NIKKI CARMODY REAM
SCOTT SCHILLING
PHILIP SILVESTRI

SILENT AUCTION CHAIRS

MELISSA SAUVAGE
HOLLY YARBOROUGH

SILENT AUCTION COMMITTEE

ANGELA FISHER
JIM GOODWIN
KIM HINES
AMY MEDFORD
MARDY SACKLEY

NIKKI CARMODY REAM, CARMDY LAW LLC

GISELLA OLIVO, GO TEAM REALTY

JEFF & MELISSA CAMERON

ERIC & KATHARINE SUDOL
COLLIN COUNTY HEART BALL AUCTION DONORS

ACADEMY SPORTS & OUTDOORS
AJL INTERNATIONAL
AMERICAN AIRLINES CENTER
AQUA TOTS PLANO
BACHENDORF'S JEWELER
BACIO FASHION ACCESSORIES
BARNES AND NOBLE
BARRE3 PLANO
BENEFIT COSMETICS
BLINC
BUTCHER BOARD
CALIFORNIA PIZZA KITCHEN
CAMBRIA HOTELS & SUITES PLANO-FRISCO
CENTRAL MARKET
CINEMARK THEATRES USA, INC.
COAL VINES LEGACY
CRATE & BARREL
CREATIVE KIM'S NAIL STUDIO
D KLEIN DESIGN
DALLAS GALLOWAY TRAINING PROGRAM
DALLAS STARS HOCKEY CLUB

MERCEDES-BENZ OF PLANO
DR. DAVID "SCOTCH DOC" MCCOY
MI COCINA
MARK MILLER
MINILUXE PLANO AT THE SHOPS AT LEGACY
MR. JAKE MORELAND
NEIMAN MARCUS
OIL & VINEGAR
OMNI HOTELS & RESORTS
ONERIDE
PLANO FAMILY YMCA
PLAY STREET MUSEUM
POLKA DOT PARTY & PLAY
PRESTONWOOD COUNTRY CLUB
PRINCI ITALIA
PUNTACANA RESORT & CLUB
DR. RAMAMRINALINI (FLOSS DENTAL - PLANO)
RAYFIELD & COMPANY
REINHEALTH
RICK'S CHOPHOUSE
LEON ROBERTSON
ROY'S RESTAURANT
SEA GLASS FINE ART
SHERATON BAY

POINT RESORT
KENDRA SCOTT
SKIN M.D. AND BEYOND
SMOKE RESTAURANT
SOLITAIRES
SOURCED CRAFT COCKTAILS
MS. MARSHA STALEY
STAND UP & PAINT
STANLEY DRY CLEANERS
STRIKZ
MR. & MRS. ERIC & KATHARINE SUDOL
SUGARBACON PROPER KITCHEN
TEXAS LEGENDS CARE
TEXAS REVOLUTION PROFESSIONAL INDOOR FOOTBALL
THE 3 AMIGOS
THE BOARDROOM SALON FOR MEN
THE GINGER MAN
THE SHOPS AT WILLOW BEND
THOMAS FALLON PHOTOGRAPHY
TOM HOITSMA
TOTAL WINE & MORE
MS. JULIA WESTWOOD
WOGA FRISCO
The day started out like any other Saturday. Aerin Thomas and her mother, Angela, went to the grocery store to pick up several items for the week. As they were checking out, Angela received a call from her husband, Joe. Aerin couldn’t hear what Joe was saying at the other end, but she knew it wasn’t good. She heard her mother say, “Do you need to call an ambulance?” The two raced home. When they arrived, Aerin’s dad didn’t look too well but seemed like he was feeling better. As Aerin went to put away the groceries, she heard a gasp and saw that her dad had collapsed onto the bed.

Aerin’s mom immediately called 911 and tossed the phone to Aerin to give the dispatcher their address and information. After speaking with the dispatcher, Aerin jumped into action and began performing hands-only CPR, which she had learned just a couple of months earlier at Cobb Middle School. “I didn’t think I would ever need to actually use CPR, but I paid attention in PE and listened to what they told us to do. We watched online simulations and practiced with a dummy. I didn’t stop CPR until the paramedics came.”

Joe was rushed to the hospital within 15 minutes of Angela placing the 911 call. Upon arrival he was found to have 100% blockage in one artery and 40% blockage in the other. In the ICU, Joe was placed in a medically induced coma and given hypothermia therapy to slow the brain and heart down, reduce the risk of brain damage and allow the heart time to heal.

After three days in a coma, Joe was woken up and miraculously had no brain damage or any other long-term physical effects. In the ICU for 3 days and in the hospital for a total of 8 days, doctors credit the rapid response from the emergency services and the use of correct protocols for his quick and full recovery — that and Aerin’s immediate use of CPR.

Joe owes his life to his daughter. “I am so proud of Aerin for just jumping in and doing what needed to be done. That is quite astounding, for a 12 year-old to have the confidence and mental fortitude to remain calm in a very stressful situation.”

Born and raised in Texas from German decent his parents quickly learned how to fuse traditional German cuisine with traditional Texas cuisine. Marcus’s love for cooking began at a very early age. Over the years, has worked in restaurants both front and back of the house while attending culinary school. He found his home at the iconic Adolphus Hotel, where he spent a greater portion of his culinary career working for and alongside many culinary greats. As a mentor to many students, he encourages the future chefs to blend the knowledge of food and wine. Serving as the Executive Chef for The Adolphus he has had the pleasure of preparing meals for many political officials, dignitaries and executives. Now as Corporate Executive Chef for Crescent Hotel Group, he has the opportunity to work with a diverse group all over the country. Not only has this been a very rewarding time, it has allowed him to develop and compile a database of regional cuisines. Marcus finds great satisfaction in being a part of creating, recreating menus and mentoring culinary talent with fresh approach to food.
COLLIN COUNTY HEART BALL CHEF

FABIO MASSIMO BONINI

We produce Traditional Balsamic Vinegar of Modena P.D.O. and Condiment.

This may seem simple, but these few words cannot fully convey the Balsamic experience. So much more is held within those letters: a wealth of wisdom, ancient crafts, unique flavors...with just one ingredient: grape must.

In our dark and silent ageing room, durmast oak, acacia, cherry, juniper and chestnut barrels imbue our balsamic with their precious aromas with the slow passing of time.

Year by year, through Modena’s sweltering summers and the cold winters, our balsamic ripens following the tradition we inherited centuries ago, developing the savor and bouquet that make it unparalleled worldwide.

AWARDS, HONORS AND SOCIETIES

THE FRENCH ROOM AT THE ADOLPHUS HOTEL
The 2006/2007 Zagat Survey named it the #1 hotel restaurant in America, score of 29-29-29. The highest rating of any restaurant in the United States.

MANDARIN ORIENTAL LAS VEGAS
· AAA 5 Diamond in the first year of opening
· Forbes 5 Stars
COLLIN COUNTY HEART BALL CHEF

LEON COLBERT

Leon has been at Medical Center of McKinney a little over 7 years. Having made his start in country clubs, this is Leon’s first hospital. After working at Southern Hills Country Club for 16 years, where he learned everything from fine dining and banquet to off-site catering, he obtained his ACF Chef Certification. He and his family decided to relocate to Texas so that he could grow more in the culinary field, learning the beauty of food. Leon says, “I love making people smile with food.”

COLLIN COUNTY HEART BALL CHEF

VIKRAMJIT KATOCH

Executive Chef Vikramjit Katoch brings over 27 years of culinary experience and an innovative yet traditional cooking style. Chef Vikramjit was born and raised in India and learned at a young age how to use the local ingredients that surround him, a skill that he has developed and mastered over his long career. He discovered his love for cooking after learning how to make Roti, a traditional Indian flatbread, from his mother, inspiring him to follow his passion for the craft. Chef Katoch acquired a certified culinary diploma from the Institute of Hotel Management Catering Technology and Applied Nutrition in Hyderabad, India.

Katoch trained under Chef Marcel Drissen at the Hotel InterContinental Miami and then moved on to become chef de cuisine at Hollywood Prime, sous chef of San Diego’s The US Grant, executive chef at the W San Diego, executive sous chef at the Hilton Bay Front San Diego and led the culinary team at the Waldorf Astoria Orlando to three Food and Beverage Excellence awards within the Hilton chain. He most recently was at the Hilton Saratoga and decided to move to Texas and bring all his passion and knowledge about the Indian cuisine and culture. We are honored to have him here with The Hilton Dallas/Plano Granite Park.
Jacques Laventure, known as the Naked Chef and a celebrity fitness trainer and life coach, with a life mission to help others get physically and mentally healthy. The author of the cookbooks "14 Minute Snacks" and "Sexy Vegan Snacks", Jacques shares his love for food by helping others learn to live healthy showing them how to incorporate foods into everyday life that heals the body, open the chakras and encourage positive vibrations that will change your life.

Through tasty foods and simple lifestyle changes, anyone can create a life of abundance and a strong mentally fit attitude that will allow you to live life to the fullest. He is also the creator of the P.E.E.R. Program, an international program helping our youth reach their goals through finding a love for fitness.

With the recent launch of the JOQ Wellness Center in Downtown Dallas, he continues to promote his love for food, fitness, and faith. As a philanthropist, vegan chef, book writer, and life coach, Jacques aspires to empower others through education and awareness.

Ben Maulsby is the executive chef at Dallas’s largest, top-performing patio bar and lounge, Happiest Hour in the HARWOOD District. Maulsby leads the high-volume kitchen with an emphasis on quality locally sourced ingredients to deliver delicious flavor with a kick in every dish. He also portrays his creative culinary technique in dishes on both the regular menu and the newly introduced #ButFirstBrunch menu. These include the light Chicken Lettuce Wraps, the Croque Monsieur Sandwich with jalapeño mornay, and the decadent Sugar Rush Hot Cakes with hazelnut chocolate pebbles and blueberry compote.

Maulsby started his career as a cook at the Hilton Anatole’s famous Nana restaurant as a cook under legendary Chef Anthony Bombaci. When Nana’s chapter closed in 2012, Maulsby worked as sous chef to chef Anthony van Camp at the Hilton’s SÉR Steak+Spirits. He continued to perfect his craft alongside van Camp for 3 years before being promoted to executive sous chef of the Hilton Lincoln Centre Dallas.
Erin Salamon is the Executive Chef at The Medical Center of Plano. Salamon previously served as Executive Sous Chef at Northwood Club leaving to bring her culinary creativity to MCP.

Salamon has traveled throughout the U.S., working for multiple communities of Discovery Land Co., high-end private golf club properties. After working for Discovery Land Co., Salamon was the Executive Chef for Limited Brands in Columbus, Ohio for 2 years. She was offered the Executive Sous Chef position at Northwood Club in Dallas in 2013.

“I hope to provide a unique style and create dishes that have a healthy, flavorful twist,” said Erin Salamon, Executive Chef. “Through all my training, I have learned how to make food that is robust, full of flavor and style but also preserve the natural integrity.”

Salamon attended Scottsdale Culinary Institute in Arizona in 2001. Currently, Salamon is working to complete her Bachelor’s in Health and Wellness, with the focus on Nutrition. She will graduate next May with Honors. Salamon’s goal is to continue her education and pursue a Master’s degree in Nutrition to continue serving the patients who receive care at MCP.

Gianni Santin trained at the L’Ecole Le Notre in Paris, Zurich, and Toronto. With over 30 years of experience, his culinary travels have taken him to Bali, Saudi Arabia, Jakarta, Bangkok, Singapore, Dallas, and Las Vegas. Prior to moving to Las Vegas as Mandarin Oriental Hotel's Executive Pastry Chef, Chef Santin was the Executive Pastry Chef at Rosewood's Crescent Court where he was awarded Pastry Chef of the Year in 2006 by the Texas Chefs Association and Hotel Chef of the Year in 2007 by the Hotel Association. Chef Santin is excited to bring his unique vision to Dallas, which he has always called home.
LIVE AUCTION PREVIEW

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WILL BE AUCTIONED OFF DURING OUR LIVE AUCTION PORTION OF TONIGHT’S GALA. GET YOUR BIDDING PADDLES READY!

HEY BATTER BATTER

Invite your friends to join you at Dr Pepper Ballpark to see the Frisco RoughRiders in this VIP luxury suite for 20 guests. Be the envy of all to see as you throw the ceremonial first pitch before the game. Then relax in your private suite while you indulge in the food and beverages provided. This wonderful package also includes four (4) VIP parking passes.

DONATED BY
Frisco RoughRiders

EMERALD COAST ESCAPE

Enjoy a luxury ride to DFW Airport as you are swept away to Florida for your perfect weekend getaway. The beautiful view of St. Andrews Bay is just the start of your resort experience. You have the choice of three (3) beaches including a private bay beach for you to lie down and unwind. Tee up for 36 holes of championship golf, including the only Nicklaus Design course in the area. Round out your weekend with dinner one evening at the newly opened Tides featuring an award-winning culinary team.

DONATED BY
Chef Marcus Strietzel, Sheraton Bay Point Resort, American Airlines, AJL International

ULTIMATE COLLIN COUNTY WEEKEND

This is the ultimate couple’s weekend! First pick up your E-class Mercedes so you can drive around in style. One Friday or Saturday night of your choosing, check in to a luxury room at the Hilton Granite Park where you will have some nibbles to indulge in from Central Market. Invite two (2) couples to join you for this unique experience. They will be picked up by limo to join you for their individual hotel stay. After a relaxing day, prepare yourself for a night to remember. Chef Vik invites all six of you to join him at the “Chef’s Table” for a delectable dinner you will be talking about for quite some time. What can be better?

DONATED BY
Chef Vikramjit Katoch, Hilton Dallas/Plano Granite Park, Mercedes-Benz of Plano, Central Market, OneRide

RESTRICTIONS
Restrictions:

Three Overnight Rooms Parking Included (To be used on a Friday or Saturday evening)

Valid only at Hilton Plano Granite Park | Any unused portion of the certificate value is forfeited. Certificate may not be redeemed for cash and is non-transferable. | Not valid for any alcohol | Certificates lost or stolen cannot be reissued. | Reservations are subject to space availability. Other blackout dates may apply. Original certificate must be presented upon check-in. Does not include gratuity

Restricted to one year and 20 mile radius
SNOWMASS VILLAGE VACATION

Enhance your trip to the mountains by staying in this three-bedroom, three-bathroom home nestled in the mountains of Snowmass Village, Colorado. For 7 days/6 nights you’ll be a short, 15-minute drive from Aspen in a two-level home designed to comfortably sleep nine people. Your vacation retreat offers a large family room with scenic views, lovely dining area and a kitchen designed for entertaining. The master bedroom is on the upper level of the house. Bedrooms two and three are located on the lower level.

A spacious deck allows you to enjoy fresh mountain air and panoramic views of adjacent valleys. Additional amenities include an oversized wood-burning fireplace where it is easy to enjoy the flames and aroma of pinion wood. Once you are here, you and your guests may not want to leave!

DONATED BY
Jerri & Jim Garison

RESTRICTIONS
Maximum occupancy: Nine (9) people

Restrictions: Airfare not included. Blackout dates are the weeks of Christmas and New Year’s. All other dates are subject to availability. Your stay in this house must be scheduled at least 30 days in advance. The owners suggest at least 60 to 90 days advance notice to decrease the chance of conflict with prior reservations. Expires: November 5, 2017.

PERFECT PUNTA CANA RETREAT

Be whisked away for this perfect vacation for two. Your travel begins with a luxury ride to DFW airport where you will board your American Airlines flight to the Dominican Republic. Enjoy a unique experience at Tortuga Bay for a 3 day and 2 night vacation where you will... LIVE THE DREAM! Located in a private enclave, your luxury villa includes double accommodations and breakfast at Bamboo Restaurant. You will have full access to the first-class services available at Puntacana Resort & Club, including three kilometers of white sand beach, 45-hole championship golf course, eight restaurants, the Six Senses Spa and the Indigenous Eyes Ecological Reserve Park of 1,500 acres.

DONATED BY
AJL International
SILENT AUCTION PREVIEW

THE SILENT AUCTION WILL OPEN AT 6 P.M. AND WILL CLOSE AT 8 P.M.

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WILL BE FEATURED IN OUR SILENT AUCTION:

10 MAMA PITA GIFT CARDS
Free Pita Wrap, Pocket, Platter or Salad
—
Donated by: Mama Pita

21 ARTIST GREETING CARDS AND POSTER OF A PAPILLON
—
Donated by: Leon Robertson

25 MAMA PITA GIFT CARDS
Free Pita Wrap, Pocket, Platter or Salad
—
Donated by: Mama Pita

3 HOURS OF PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZING
Julia’s Lifestyle Management will provide up to three hours of professional organizing services. Organizing Services may include:
· Organizing and Staging
· De-clutter home
· Re-energize your existing home by staging
· Closets
· Filing Systems
· Store Areas
—
Donated by: Ms. Julia Westwood

48" X 60" ABSTRACT PAINTING
—
Donated by: Tom Hoitsma

5 CLASSES AT BARRE3 PLANO
—
Donated by: barre3 Plano

A GIRL’S NIGHT IN
Cuddle up with your pizza and a few novels. Includes 2 Note-pads, Reflected in You Novel, Come to Me Quietly Novel, Full Disclosure Novel, 2 compacts and $25 gift card
—
Donated by: Barnes and Noble, California Pizza Kitchen

A TEAM’S DREAM
Whether your child plays hockey, football, baseball, basketball or cheerleading, be the hero of the day by providing a Pita Wrap, Pocket, Platter or Salad
—
Donated by: Mama Pita

ACADEMY SPORTS & OUTDOORS
$150 GIFT CARD
—
Donated by: Academy Sports & Outdoors

AKOLA FIVE-STRAND AMAZONITE BEADED NECKLACE
· Necklace by Akola.
· 18-karat yellow gold-plated disc rondelles.
· Mixed beads, including amazonite, labradorite, recycled glass, wooden and painted Kenyan beads.
· Toggle clasp.
· Made in the USA.
—
Donated by: Neiman Marcus

ALLEN AMERICANS HOCKEY SUITE FOR 10
Please enjoy a Suite for 10 to the 4-time defending Kelly Cup Champion Allen Americans game! The Allen American are an ECHL affiliate to the San Jose Sharks and the Pro Dance Team of the Allen American Ice Angels. This suite will come with a food and beverage credit and great seats overlooking the ice.
—
Donated by: Mark Miller

ANDREA BOCELLI ON DECEMBER 10, 2016
Two (2) tickets to see Andrea Bocelli on December 10, 2016
—
Donated by: American Airlines Center

A JOURNALIST’S DREAM
· 3 small notepads
· One decorate case/notepad
· 1 telephone book
· 1 planner
· 4 journals
—
Donated by: Barnes and Noble, California Pizza Kitchen

A TASTE OF COLLIN COUNTY
Gift Certificates to some of your favorite restaurants: $50 Buca di Beppo Gift Certificate, MiCocina $20 Gift Card, Sugarbacon Proper Kitchen $100 Gift Card
—
Donated by: Buca di Beppo, California Pizza Kitchen, Ms. Marsha Staley, Sugarbacon Proper Kitchen
BE SWEET TO YOUR SWEETIE
Your sweetie deserves this! Sweet chocolate treats and a dozen roses to be delivered on Valentine’s Day during business hours. Surprise her with a heart wreath when she gets home. Treat her to a haircut and style before you partake in your in home-prepared dinner. Spoil her at Bachendorf’s with a $500 Gift Certificate before you retire in your suite at Cambria.
—
Donated by: Bachendorf’s Jeweler, Cambria Hotels & Suites Plano-Frisco, Mrs. Angela Fisher, Rayfield & Company

BLINC GIFT CERTIFICATE
Leading fashion for the last 10 years in Plano, Texas in the Shops At Legacy, Blinc is a California and bohemian-inspired boutique! You are sure to find the latest and up-to-date fashion trends here, while walking out with something that is different and unique. We have brands such as Mara Hoffman, Brightly Twisted, Jen’s Pirate Booty, Nightcap, Erin Kleinberg, Goddis, and Young Fabulous & Broke.
Donated by: Blinc

BRIGHT RED & GOLD "RAYNE" NECKLACE
—
Donated by: Kendra Scott

BUTCHER BOARD $100 GIFT CARD
—
Donated by: Butcher Board

COOKING WITH HEART
This collection of four books and a beautiful heart shaped bowl made from stoneware is perfect for the kitchen. The Chia Seed Cookbook, More from the Accidental Vegetarian, Rawvolution, Poor Girl Gourmet
—
Donated by: Barnes and Noble, Donna Bender Company

CRATE & BARREL ROMANTIC EVENING
4 wine glasses, heart bottle stopper, John Pizarelli CD, wine charms
—
Donated by: Crate & Barrel

CREATE AND SIP
Stand Up & Paint will come to your home, office, or any venue of your choice in the DFW area. They will provide supplies and instructions, just provide your favorite beverages and snacks! An in-home mixology class for 12 people with alcohol, mixers, ice and disposable glassware
—
Donated by: HD Liquid Catering, Stand Up & Paint

DALLAS STARS VS. CALGARY FLAMES
A game to watch! Tuesday, December 6, 2016 at 7:30pm.
Includes four tickets in section 108, row f and The Lexus Garage Parking Pass
—
Donated by: Dallas Stars Hockey Club

DENTAL EXAM, CLEANING & X-RAYS
—
Donated by: Dr. Ramamrinalini (Floss Dental - Plano)

DEWALT DRILL DRIVER/ IMPACT DRIVER COMBO KIT
—
Donated by: Home Depot

DINE IN STYLE
Treat yourself to a beauty experience with this $20 gift card and a signature haircut. Then enjoy a one-night stay with dinner for 2 in the Carso Restaurant.
—
Donated by: Hilton Dallas/Plano Granite Park, Marbles Beauty Salon, MiniLuxe Plano at the Shops at Legacy, The Boardroom Salon for Men

DINNER AND A MOVIE FOR TWO
This is a great date night which includes 2 guest passes to a movie and a $100 gift card to Roy’s
—
Donated by: Cinemark Theatres USA, Inc., Roy’s Restaurant

DINNER FOR 4 AT THE CHEF’S TABLE
Gift Certificate for Dinner for 4 at the Chef’s Table
—
Donated by: Smoke Restaurant

DRY CLEANING & LAUNDRY SERVICE
$100 Certificate to Stanley Dry Cleaning & Laundry
—
Donated by: Stanley Dry Cleaners

ELIZABETH ARDEN $100 GIFT CARD
—
Donated by: Elizabeth Arden Red Door

FALL FASHION MUST-HAVES
Beautiful, spacious brown leather purse and a 32x80 English garden scarf
—
Donated by: Bacio Fashion Accessories, Barnes and Noble

FAMILY FUN NIGHT
Get your energy up with a Pita Wrap, Pocket, Platter or Salad before you use the family fun pass which includes 2 hours of bowling with shoe rental and 1 game of laser tag for five guests.
—
Donated by: mama pita, Strikz
GARMIN FENIX 3 HR SPORT TRAINING GPS WATCH
fēnix 3 HR multisport training GPS watch is rugged, capable and smart. With feature sets for fitness training plus feature sets for outdoor navigation, fēnix 3 HR is ready for any training activity and competition. Access to the Connect IQ™ platform allows customization of watch faces and data fields and provides downloadable widgets and apps.
—
Donated by: ReinHealth

GARMIN VIVOSMART HR
Smart Activity Tracker with Wrist-based Heart Rate
· Sleek band is comfortable to wear all day, and the always-on display shows your stats, even in sunlight
· Displays steps, distance, calories, heart rate, floors climbed and activity intensity
· Receive text, call, email, calendar and social media alerts
· Control your music from your wrist
· Reminds you to stay active with move bar and vibration alert
—
Donated by: ReinHealth

GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR BENCHMARK HAIRCUT
Receive the benchmark, the signature haircut
—
Donated by: The Boardroom Salon for Men

GIRL’S NIGHT BEAUTY BASH
A beauty bash includes: A free brow service (wax or tint), A complimentary touch-up, Champagne, merlot, or chardonnay! Small bites (tiny cupcakes/cheese/fruit), The opportunity to invite eight friends The chance to shop after hours!
—
Donated by: Benefit Cosmetics

GOLD & GLITTER KENDRA SCOTT NECKLACE
Elisa Gold Pendant Necklace In Iridescent Drusy
—
Donated by: Kendra Scott

GOLF ANYONE?
Round of golf for 4
—
Donated by: Prestonwood Country Club

GREEN CRYSTAL & STERLING SILVER NECKLACE
—
Donated by: D Klein Design

GYMNASTICS TRAINING
One (1) month of class and annual registration fee
Donated by: WOGA Frisco

HANUKKAH HOLIDAY WREATH
—
Donated by: Mrs. Angela Fisher

HELLO BEAUTIFUL
Eyelash Extensions performed by Danielle Hendricks
—
Donated by: Rayfield & Company

HILTON GRANITE PARK DINNER & ONE-NIGHT STAY
One Night Stay with dinner for 2 in the Carso Restaurant. Friday or Saturday night, based on availability.
—
Donated by: Hilton Dallas/Plano Granite Park

HYATT PLACE PLANO WEEKEND STAY
Complimentary weekend stay (Friday & Saturday) with free breakfast and Wi-Fi.
—
Donated by: Hyatt Place Dallas/Plano, Mr. Jake Moreland

J. HILBURN SHIRT
—
Donated by: J. Hillburn

KELLI KOURI DARK MAHOGANY AND BLACK MINK ONE-SIZE PONCHO
—
Donated by: Europa

KONA GRILL $200 GIFT CERTIFICATE
—
Donated by: Kona Grill

LIMITED EDITION 12” FINE ART PRINT
Add a unique art piece to your home or office with this limited edition 12” print from Sea Glass Fine Art Photography. You’ll be able to select from a wide variety of images, or apply the full value of your certificate to a larger print, canvas gallery wrap, or wall grouping from over 600 available images. Image categories include landscapes, seacoast, still life, architecture, flowers, city scenes, found objects and more. With their wonderful gallery you’ll be able to find a piece that perfectly suits your style and image.
—
Donated by: Sea Glass Fine Art

LIMITED EDITION 12” FINE ART PRINT
A limited edition 12” fine art print selected from a wide variety of images. Or, apply the full value of your certificate to a larger print, canvas gallery wrap, or wall grouping from over 600 available. Image categories include landscapes, seacoast, still life, architecture, flowers, city scenes, and found objects.
—
Donated by: Sea Glass Fine Art
MARATHON TRAINING PROGRAM
One new member registration for the 2017 Dallas Galloway Full & Half Marathon training program. Learn interval running techniques to train injury free and meet your running goals.
—
Donated by: Dallas Galloway Training Program

MARK R. LEVIN BASKET
Autographed Hard Cover copy of “Liberty and Tyranny” and 2 coffee mugs
—
Donated by: Mr. John Keating

MCKINNEY EATS AND TREATS
$100 Gift Card Manicure/Pedicure services performed by Leda Waldstein $100 gift card to Harvest
—
Donated by: Harvest, Rayfield & Company, Sugarbacon Proper Kitchen

MCKINNEY MY WAY
This package is all about you! Experience a haircut and style, then indulge your belly with the $75 Rick’s Gift Card.
—
Donated by: Rayfield & Company, Rick’s Chophouse

MEDITERRANEAN GRILL MEALS FOR 20
Free Pita Wrap, Pocket, Platter or Salad for 20 people
—
Donated by: mama pita

MEDITERRANEAN MEALS FOR A MONTH
Free Pita Wrap, Pocket, Platter or Salad
—
Donated by: mama pita

MEN’S TUNARI SOFTSHELL JACKET
This lightweight Tunari navy jacket is perfect for unpredictable Dallas weather. Features include lined collar and pockets, interior storm flap with chin guard, adjustable self fabric cuff tab with Velcro closure, elastic drawcord at hem with interior cordlocks, brushed tricot knit inner collar and pocket bags. Articulated elbows.
—
Donated by: Donna Bender Company

MERCYME WITH DALLAS POPS CONCERT
Two (2) tickets to see MercyMe with Dallas Pops on December 16, 2016
—
Donated by: American Airlines Center

ONE-HOUR PORTRAIT SESSION
Includes one-hour portrait planning consultation, one-hour portrait session at any regularly scheduled location (usually the most scenic and pictorial in the area), and one-hour design and decor session.

Enjoy an heirloom, quality portrait of your family by award-winning photographer, Thomas Fallon. Thomas travels to your area on regularly scheduled trips to create portraits for your patrons. Thomas creates his unique illustrative portraits for clients from Maine to California. Thomas was recently named Photographer of the Year by Professional Photographers of America and is a multi-time winner of the Fuji Masterpiece Award and the Kodak Gallery Award. Thomas will create images for your selection in a one-hour location portrait session. Your favorite images can adorn your wall and be a family keepsake for generations to come. Please visit our website to see our current travel schedule
—
Donated by: Thomas Fallon Photography, Handcrafted Portraits

ONE-NIGHT STAY AT ANY Omni HOTEL OR RESORT WITHIN NORTH AMERICA
—
Donated by: Omni Hotels & Resorts

ORGANIC SKIN CARE BASKET
A collection of superior organic products created by Dr. Fiona Wright.
—
Donated by: Skin M.D. and Beyond

PAMPER YOURSELF
Mani/Pedi gift certificate from Creative Kim’s in Frisco, Texas. Casual neighborhood specialty pizza restaurant.
· OMG Keychain
· 2 Be You, Be Fabulous notepads
· Selfie Book
· Popular Book
· 2 Compacts
—
Donated by: Skin M.D. and Beyond, Barnes and Noble, Coal Vines Legacy, Creative Kim’s Nail Studio

PERFECT PARTY STARTER PACKAGE
All you need is food! Sourced mobile brings you the finest spirits, fresh hand squeezed juice, homemade syrups/bitters, proper glassware/bar tools, and even artisan hand cut ice. Their TABC Certified mixologist teaches you how to make this craft cocktail at home or office and you place all the dirty dishes back in their bourbon barrel for pick up the next day... renting this entire perfectly crafted experience! A party isn’t a party without music. The 3 Amigos consist of 3 talented local musicians, Trace Mitchell, Joe Mansir and Randy Jeter will do a 3 hour gig for you. They perform a combination of classic to current rock, pop and country hits from the 70’s through today. These professional musicians have performed with popular bands throughout the USA and abroad! Audiences will be en-
gaged from the first note to the last with their “feel good” and interactive performance...Guaranteed to rock your soul!

SONG LIST: The Eagles, Beatles, Ed Sheeran, Journey, Bryan Adams, Queen, America, Jimmy Buffet, James Taylor, Lady Antebellum, Jason Mraz, Train, Fleetwood Mac and more...

Donated by: Sourced Craft Cocktails, The 3 Amigos

PERSONAL TASTING PARTY
Oil & Vinegar will host a personal tasting for you and up to 8 of your friends. Be prepared to taste around the world with your personal tour guide. Included will be Oil & Vinegar inspired hors d'oeuvres. All guests receive a complimentary 250ml Maraska bottle.

Donated by: Oil & Vinegar

PHOTO SESSION, PASS TO GLIMMER 16X20 PORTRAIT WITH FRAME

Donated by: Enchanted Fairies

PHOTOGRAPHY GIFT CERTIFICATE
Includes one-hour portrait planning consultation, one-hour portrait session at any regularly scheduled location (usually the most scenic and pictorial in the area), and one-hour design and decor session.

Enjoy an heirloom, quality portrait of your family by award-winning photographer, Thomas Fallon. Thomas travels to your area on regularly scheduled trips to create portraits for your patrons. Thomas creates his unique illustrative portraits for clients from Maine to California. Thomas was recently named Photographer of the Year by Professional Photographers of America and is a multi-time winner of the Fuji Masterpiece Award and the Kodak Gallery Award. Thomas will create images for your selection in a one-hour location portrait session. Your favorite images can adorn your wall and be a family keepsake for generations to come. Please visit our web site to see our current travel schedule.

Donated by: Thomas Fallon Photography

PLANO SYMPHONY AND DINNER DATE
A romantic evening would not be complete without dinner and the orchestra. You will receive a $50 gift card and a certificate for two tickets to the following Plano Symphony Orchestra concert: Home for the Holidays on Sunday, December 18, 2016 at 7:30pm. The concert takes place at St. Andrews United Methodist Church in Plano, Texas.

Donated by: Half Shells Seafood Grill

PLAYSTREET MUSEUM FUN PACK
Let playtime begin. Enjoy two passes and some fun treats including Fun Foam & Wikki Stix.

Donated by: Play Street Museum

POLKA DOT PLAYDATE PARTY
A Playdate Party certificate includes a 1.5-hour private playdate with 20 friends. Playdate Parties are held 3:30-5pm Monday-Friday. Playdate Parties include a setup of dry snacks and mini waters to enjoy.

Donated by: Polka Dot Party & Play

PRIVATE WINE CLASS FOR 20
Treat your friends, family, and fellow wine lovers to a private wine tasting for up to 20 people in any of our local stores with a private classroom. Total Wine & More will host an event that is certain to impress you and your guests. Taste eight of our premium, hand-selected wines and discover hidden treasure from the wine region of your choosing. Your guests will enjoy a tour of the land and learn about the famed appellations and grape varietals that make each region so unforgettable. One of the wine experts will be on hand to present and discuss each delicious wine during your two-hour tasting, which can be arranged as a seated class-style or more casual walk-around event.

Donated by: Total Wine & More

REST AND RELAXATION
· 2 journals
· The World’s Longest Crossword Puzzles
· 1000-piece puzzle
· 3 adult coloring books

Donated by: Barnes and Noble

SEA GLASBRUK SILUETT VAS HIGH
SET OF THREE CUSTOM MOSAIC BOWLS

SINGLE MALT SCOTCH TASTING FOR 20
Single Malt Scotch Tasting for up to 20 adults. This tasting is expected to be educational and fun! It is anticipated that a total of 5 whiskies will be tasted following a video presentation of the whisky making process.

Donated by: Dr. David “Scotch Doc” McCoy

SIX MONTH FAMILY MEMBERSHIP TO PLANO YMCA

Donated by: Plano Family YMCA

SOLITAIRE’S GIFT CERTIFICATE

Donated by: Solitaires

STERLING SILVER, RED & BLACK CERAMIC HANDPAINTED NECKLACE

SUGARBACON PROPER KITCHEN
$100 GIFT CARD

Donated by: Sugarbacon Proper Kitchen
SUITE SEAFOOD STAYCATION
The VIP guest receives one standard suite.
—
Donated by: Cambria Hotels & Suites Plano-Frisco, Half Shells Seafood Grill

SUNDAY FUNDAY
2 Movie Passes and a $15 Gift Certificate to The Ginger Man
—
Donated by: Cinemark Theatres USA, Inc., Princi Italia, The Ginger Man

TAN LEATHER HANDBAG
—
Donated by: Franscesca's

TEXAS LEGENDS SUITE
Popcorn gift basket with autographed basketball and vouchers for tickets to a game
—
Donated by: Texas Legends Care

TEXAS REVOLUTION SUITE
Ten-person suite on a game night, being on the field for the coin toss before the game + tour of locker room, football field
—
Donated by: Texas Revolution Professional Indoor Football

THE SHOPS AT WILLOWBEND SHOPPING TRIP
$250 Gift Card
—
Donated by: The Shops at Willow Bend

TWO COUNTER CUT USDA CHOICE RIB EYE STEAKS FROM HIRSCH'S SPECIALTY MEATS
Hirsch's Specialty Meats is a family-owned retail meat market serving Plano and surrounding areas since 1992. Offering:
· USDA Prime & Choice Grade Beef
· All Natural Pork, Poultry and Seafood
· Large Variety of Shop Made Sausages
· Over 20 Varieties of Smoking Wood
—
Donated by: Hirsch's Specialty Meats

VEGAN COOKING 101
4-Session Class learning the basics of Vegan Recipes and a vegan cookbook
—
Donated by: Chef Joq

ZWILLING J.A. HENCKELS 45-PIECE SET
· 18/10 Stainless Steel
· Vintage 1876 European Design
· Service for Eight
· Includes 5-Piece Hostess Set
—
Donated by: Donna Bender Company

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
ReinHealth caters to the Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) population by going beyond pharmacy and clinical. Rather, we partner with patients, doctors, and caregivers to provide patient monitoring and therapy adherence.

Rein Monitoring and Adherence Kit ("MAK"), includes devices and software specifically tailored to improve patient monitoring and promote therapy adherence.
When eating too much fried
Leads to an ambulance ride
We treat the HEARTS of Texas

Chicken Fried Steak. Home fries. Fried okra. Mmm. While living in Dallas can be delicious, there can be an occasional downside. That’s why we’re here, treating the hearts of Texas the way we’d treat family, now and whenever you need us.

CMT WORLDWIDE IS A PROUD SPONSOR OF THE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION AND 2016 COLLIN COUNTY HEART BALL

For 42 Years, CMT is known for providing our partner relationships throughout the world, with exceptional performance in program management, design build project delivery, and real estate development services.

How healthy is your heart?

TreatingTexasHearts.com

www.cmtworld.com
The Heart Hospital Baylor Plano is a proud sponsor of the American Heart Association’s 2016 Collin County Heart Ball.

ReinHealth is a PROUD SPONSOR of the American Heart Association Heart Ball!

ReinHealth: Creating solutions for patient monitoring and medical adherence for CHF patients.
Granite Properties is proud to be a sponsor of the 2016 Collin County Heart Ball. As a privately held commercial real estate investment and management company, we have a 25-year legacy of providing corporate homes for customers across the United States. Relationships are at the core of everything we do, and we’re committed to serving the communities in which we live and work.

www.graniteprop.com
ATLANTA • DALLAS • DENVER • HOUSTON • LOS ANGELES
Inspiring people to flourish through the places we create.

The Heart Smart Group
Proud Sponsor of the
American Heart Association

"I founded The Heart Smart Group to provide cardiovascular care that focuses on timely techniques and patient education to minimize the risk of heart attack and stroke and to prevent, treat, and manage cardiovascular disease."
Cardiovascular fitness is your life!
- Doctor Krock

Marc D. Krock, MD
CEO and Founder
Board Certified Cardiology
and Interventional Cardiology
11 Year History of Active Practice in Collin County

The Heart Smart Group offers services to manage an entire spectrum of cardiac issues, ranging from preventative medicine and cholesterol management, to hospital-based care for acute and critical patients.

* Clinical Consultations
* Electrophysiology Services
* Non-invasive Cardiology
* Invasive Cardiology Services

Yo hablo español.
New Frisco Location by appointment 469.440.2570
The Heart Smart Group
4510 Medical Center Dr #200
McKinney, TX 75069
Ph: 469.440.2570
Fax: 214.548.5667

The Heart Smart Group
5888 Frisco Square Blvd #2200
Frisco, TX 75034
Ph: 469.440.2570
Fax: 214.548.5667

“Outback Roofing is a proud sponsor of the American Heart Association 2016 Collin County Heart Ball.”

OUTBACK ROOFING
WWW.OUTBACKROOFING.COM
972-930-9990
AJL International is a proud sponsor of the American Heart Association’s Collin County Heart Ball

Gisella “Gigi” Olivo
Real Estate Consultant

M. 469.878.8944
W. 972.562.8883
golivo@kw.com
www.goteamrealtytx.com
Se habla español

6951 Virginia Parkway, Suite 100
McKinney, Texas 75071

Proud Sponsor of the Collin County Heart Ball

Pharmalto, a Physician-designed mobile Health & Wellness app encouraging you to become involved, learn about your health and use this information to improve your health, well-being and quality of life.

- Stores lifelong health history in HIPPA compliant cloud
- Allows interactive health and wellness management 24/7
- Provides connectivity to your health providers for better health and preventative care

“Be Healthy for You... And Those You Love”

CARMODY LAW LLC
972-312-1230
PERSONAL INJURY ATTORNEYS

Proud Sponsor of the Collin County Heart Ball
Heart disease is the no. 1 killer of women

These facts only begin to scratch the surface. The American Heart Association’s Go Red For Women movement advocates for more research and swifter action for women’s heart health for this very reason.

WWW.HEART.ORG/DALLASGORED

The Heart Hospital Baylor Plano has embarked upon an expansion that will bring many new features to the hospital, such as a new and larger cardiac rehabilitation center, a dedicated suite for cardiovascular research and restaurant-style dining facilities, to name a few.

The Heart Hospital
Baylor Plano

Joint ownership with physicians

Part of Baylor Scott&White Health

1.800.4BAYLOR
TheHeartHospitalBaylor.com

Physicians provide clinical services as members of the medical staff at one of Baylor Scott & White Health’s subsidiary, community or affiliated medical centers and do not provide clinical services as employees or agents of those medical centers. Baylor Health Care System, Scott & White Healthcare or Baylor Scott & White Health ©2017 Baylor Scott & White Health. THER_1128_2016_THER_3_Need_Date_01A_Rev.indd 10/3/16